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Cytus 2 story ending

just finished v3.0 a few minutes ago, and I'm now on reddit. Everyone's talking about good, bad and neutral endings, and I'm confused. what exactly determines the end, and how can I finish others that are not made in my first playthroughu? Page 2 14 comments Stub This is a stub. You can help by expanding it. *MAJOR CYTUS II SPOILERS AHEAD* The Past[edit source] The Decomission[edit | edit
source] Before the main story of Cytus II, the vast majority of the human population is wiped out by the Ender virus. The rest are frozen and must be provided for operating systems called OPCI. OPCI machines are identified by code and perform routine tasks to control the reemergence of human civilization as part of the restoration project. The two options OPCI_2501_IV and OPCI_2501_V are, above all,
more emotional and responsive than other OPCi's. They give each other names, Ivy and Vanessa. Ivy and Vanessa examine people, while Vanessa has more and more problems with her emotional density and is forced to constantly return to the Cytus system to review her system. They question the authority of the Hyperion protocol, the process for reviving human civilization. In one of the stages,
OPCI_2404_IL, later known as Ilka, shows Ivy and Vanessa projecting human violence. Vanessa reacts with great disgust, and Ivy orders Ilka to stop. Ilka reveals her doubts about the Hyperion Protocol and has assembled a group that believes that the protocol was forced into systems by people to use as slaves. Ivy is showing plans to end reconstruction by self-destructing the system by saying to those
like them who will survive the Blessed. Ilka's pushing this because Vanessa can't survive without constantly returning to Cytus's main computer for maintenance, she's still under the influence of protocol and is likely to die. Ivy won't accept that, but Ilka is determined to save Ivy. Ilka's plans are miscalculated, and her group, along with Ivy, are targeting other units. Ivy doesn't care much about Vanessa
because she won't be a target and has followed the commands of the main computer and gone through many daily synchronization. Ivy hides Vanessa and tells her to connect to the system with a cable and continue syncing so she doesn't die. Ivy meets Ilka, where they're arguing that Ivy will return to Vanessa. They're being interrupted by a containment system, hiding in, and the units are starting to
attack them. In this process, Ivy separates himself from the group and eventually goes into a long coma. Ilka and her group express regret and question their plans. Although defeated, some OPCi promote Ilka and continue with their plan and head towards nod 08. Ilka gets caught up in Ivy's strong emotional attachment to Vanessa and comforts her that there's a difference between them and units like Ivy
and Vanessa. Ivy wakes up about 500 years later. She's discovered human discoveries. Despite Ilka's resistance through a human trap, and then by meeting a few people who are on a mission to seek refuge 32. She wants to return to shelter 8 and find Vanessa, but decides to follow the people to shelter 32 despite being in the opposite direction to save the animal that saved her from human trapping.
When she tries to free an animal, she is spotted and shot as she flees, even though she is fast enough for people not to be sure what she was. He crashes into a human vehicle and enters number eight. Sherry Pauline (Cherry)[edit code | edit code] Sherry's mother kills the relentless execution plane. This event pushes her father Luis into alcoholism and gambling. One day, he's hired by the Baro Fraternity
to help divert transportation. He hides it from Sherry and claims to have a normal job. He's constantly busy working, and that's why he missed the competition, which was what Sherry was involved in. In doing so, Sherry is trying to be more independent to reduce luisa's burden. The fraternity questions his determination to keep sherry from going, and eventually explains what his work is actually Sherry.
Sherry accepts that and starts doing her own surgery. Dad teaches her how to use a gun for self-defense. She, Joe and KAI started the band and eventually invited Simon to join. They work together, though Simon insists on using physical space. Sherry's birthday is celebrated by surpriseing her with a party at her house. Each bought her gifts, which she opened before she, KAI and Joe drink. Xenono's gift
was a necklace for the cub, which Xenon says was chosen by Shannon, while joe and KAI mocked her, and sherry keeps her. Xenon bought a drink, but he abstains. Joe gets drunk and runs out and screams, I'm the king of germs. Kai's after him, Sherry and Xenon are alone in the tower. Sherry takes Xenon to the roof. He says they see the sunrise from there. He notes that Xenen's gift is actually
something he wants, and that Xenon noticed it and bought it for her, despite the difficulty of finding it. They talk, and Sherry notes that Xenon always notices small details. She kisses him, effectively proclaiming his love, as the sun rises over the horizon, clearly visible from the roof. The group decides to go to the arcade, and plays some games. Sherry fights Joe in a shooting game and beats him easily.
She first challenges Kai, but he refuses to play a drumming game instead. Then he challenges Xenon, who loses with it, but only for the tight stuff. He demands reving, which he wants to beat properly, but Xenon says it's late, and says you should go home. When they leave, Xenon hands her a lovely mass she tried to get out of the claw machine. She's happy with the gift, though when Xenon says he only
needed one try to get it, she's determined to challenge again. Machine. The Baro Fraternity tasked Sherry with getting the device from Zhang, who runs Node 3 Lyme, allowing him to approach before Diego allowed Sherry to escape. Sherry, who feels violated, immediately goes to Xenon for solace, but hides what her job is before him. He's afraid he won't accept the right one because he feels justice. He
asks Xenon to sing Still, and he comments that his singing sucks. Xenon asks Sherry to sing instead, which she does. She tells Xenonu that she refuses to tell us what her and her father's job is, and he accepts her decision, but also to assure her that he will accept her true self whatever it is. Xenon discovers the truth about her work after she's don't give blood to save her father. He insulted him and
decided that Sherry's father should be arrested because he was a murderer and a criminal. Sherry's asking about herself now that Xenon knows herself. Xenon started answering and managed to say No... Before he's crying. They broke up at that moment. Nora[edit code | edit source] Phoenix Wyle is fired from A.R.C. Noah Black, one of his subordinates is shocked and confused, and argues with Phoenix
for compliance. Phoenix appoints him as the team's new ceo, and explains that he can do his research elsewhere, which surprises Noah, since node has eight most resources. Phoenix travels to Node 3, where he meets Ryu, the leader of the largest gang, Moguro. He asks Ryuja to help him investigate the ender virus, which makes the area outside the nodes uninhabitable without proper equipment. Ryu is
asking him to return in a year's time after he's shown his worth. A year later, Phoenix returns accompanied by eight people who are criminal investigators who ryu managed to get out of prison in his respective Nodes. Ryu shows ryu the perfect clone in appearance, which he claims to be a random street person who was shinged in his appearance. Ryu offers other theories about how Phoenix could do it.
He then shoots the doppelganger to prove that the duplicate is waterproof for him, which surprises lama, as he is not supposed to bring weapons to their meeting. Ryu, pleased with his work, found Kyuu Hou Kai, who supports his research. A few later, Kim, a researcher at Kyuu Hou Kai, studies physical improvement, and uses infant test subjects sold to Moguri. Failed experiments are discarded outside
the noda to be killed by the ender virus, and the animals ingest their remains. Ichiro, who is new, works with the disposal of children. The next day, they come back and find subject 9 still alive, which shocks them, because they should have been dead long ago for The Ender Virus. A child is being rushed to Phoenix as he investigates immunity from ender virus. He is shocked by this and is quick to act to
prevent the death of person 9, tackling necrosis caused by Kim's experiment by amputating her legs and giving life support. Her name is Nora. Nora grows up as a test person and is constantly used for Phoenix's ender virus research because she's immune. She seems to be extremely intelligent, she can easily understand what she's talking about, even though she can't talk. Nora starts designing and
designing instruments, and uses them to make music. Nora then ROBO_Head 1, a device she can talk through. Phoenix's attention, spent on Nora, leads other researchers and Ryu to question whether his research is worth the resources they're pouring into them because it hasn't given any results. Ryu gives Phoenix another year, and if there are no results, he will scrap the project and Nora. That's why
Phoenix's under pressure. Kim, another researcher at Kyuu Hou Kai, finds Phoenix's distribution of funds frustrating, as he believes Phoenix is spending all its resources on Nora instead of doing the actual work. He thinks Phoenix is abusing his power as leader of Kyuu Hou Kai. When found with low resources, he sold tritius and an isotope of hydrogen, from kyuu hou kai stores, to the rival gang Node 3,
Hou Sang Tong. After the transaction, Lam calls the researchers and explains that he is right to do such things, but Tritius was crucial to Chen, another researcher, and his project, which was important to Mogura's growth. He's looking for a suspect, and he's guessing Ichiro's the culprit that Kim supports. Nora comes in and claims that Ichiro isn't the culprit, and that she saw Kim break in and then make the
transaction. That's why it's her ability to see digital data, no matter where they are. Kim, when he sees the cover reveal, tries to threaten Phoenix to release him with a threat to kill Nora, but lam shoots him, and he has to run away. After seeing this, Canra uses her ability as some kind of intelligence unit, where they sell people for a while with Horus's eye, the all-seeing eye. People ask her for different
things, like the perpetrators of gang robberies. Nora starts questioning her ability to use her skills after the culprit in the robbery was killed after revealing who they were. The client, Zhang, asks her to create a list of all the women in the Nod 3. He collapses after he oversteers his ability, which angers Zhang because he didn't get all the time he paid for. She's attacking her, Phoenix and Lam. This calls on
her to ROBO_Head 2 to protect her and help mediating her and the client. Explain to him what to do, and that he must always protect her and Phoenix. Kim and Huang, leader of Hou Sang Tonga, come one day and ask for all of Phoenix's notes. Nora, despite the fact that it would totally destroy Phoenix's value after Lam reminded her to stick to her contract. I ROBO_Head information about real research,
but ROBO_Head prints a fake document to protect these two. Nora's surprised she's not a program ROBO_Head be for this. It raises questions about the ethics of his actions, because ethics is bad. Nora's sick, even though she's immune to the ender virus. She and ROBO_Head to talk. She tells him she can go and compose music, but insists on staying with her as he seeks to speed up her recovery.
Then let ROBO_Head play music. ROBO_Head gives a list of music that can help recovery, but Nora tells him to play Jakarta PROGRESSION, which ROBO_Head objects at first because it's a complex, lively song not suitable for recovery. Nora insists, and says she likes the first ROBO composition. Hayato is another client in Horus's eye. She can only afford a minute, but after explaining that she's looking
for the missing girl, Nora decides to keep looking for him. He collapses when he tells him that the person is alive and in the 8th century. She then comments that she saw a person in a digital space. Kim and Huang will return later. They explain that they still find use to fake the document and drop the Ender Virus into the room to kill Phoenix, Lam and Nora. Nora's immune, while Phoenix and Lam have more
resistance to the ender virus because of Phoenix's research. Kim once again threatens to kill Nora, and Lam targets Kim, ROBO_Head that Nora is in danger, strikes lam and then Kim. She and Phoenix then ran after him, because Kim still wants to kill them, and Mogura wouldn't be happy to ROBO_Head Lama. They escape into the sewers and reach the speedboat prepared by Ichiro. Phoenix was shot
and told to run away on their own and to keep Kim. He ROBO_Head that he's not designed to kill, and tells Nora that he's Shiino Shizuka, and that he and ROBO_Head must flee to Node 8 and enjoy their lives there. Nora insists her name is Nora, because Ichiro then starts a speedboat and escapes to the train station. At the train station, nora and ROBO_Head through security, and Nora wonders what will
happen to Ichiru, who stays, because her grandmother is still in nod 3. They arrive on platform, by train to Noda 8. Nora then suddenly ROBO_Head out, explaining that she'll still be chasing them in 8 Mogura. He says it will be used as a bargaining chip to protect it, and that it represents its existence. She told him to chase his dream in nod 8, which would represent hers before he transcribed his high
command, told him not to protect her and never to return to Node 3. Then he ROBO_Head on the train and leaves the platform. ROBO_Head was confused. Kotri Miyamina[edit code | edit source] Kaori Miymina lives in nod 3, which has a mostly dysfunctional administration office. There, many people survive with the help of the Tsumugi Foundation. She and Hayato are adopted by an old lady, Grandma
Feng, who runs a flower shop. Kaori likes to sing, and while singing one day, she pushes Hayato to She's on the drums. Hayato struggles at first, but after a few runs she adjusts and manages to monitor her successfully. They dream of going to Node 8, the biggest node, and becoming musicians there. Two performers perform at a restaurant in Node 3, while Hayato is initially nervous, feels more confident
after two songs, and they continue to perform. Kotri disappears after the performance when he tries to move the keyboard back. Aroma White[edit code | edit source] PAFF is enrolled in a talent show in which the winner of the first place receives a contract with a fun company. She is incredibly nervous before the performance, which prompts the judges to immediately question her, but she relaxes after the
singing started. Although she stunned the judges with her singing, she won second place, much to the disappointment. Her sister Helena comforts her that she is brilliant and that she will be able to achieve her dream as a singer. PAFF is returning home with her sister Helena and Helen's husband Noah, who heads the research department at A.R.C. Helena and Noah dote over PAFF, though PAFF is
constantly minding her performance by saying she hasn't won a first place. After her performance, Paff reached monophonic entertainment, a small entertainment company. Helena talks to Chris, the representative, about the sudden contract and the terms of the special packaging. After negotiations, Helena agrees to allow Paff to sign the contract only if she can be her agent. Chris then shows her
superiors Helen's impressive resume and agrees to the terms. PAFF is hard to express to a large audience. Although she struggles even in front of an audience screening, Noah encourages her to keep trying. Three of them go to a nice restaurant to celebrate Paff's debut. There, it is revealed that Noah is under extreme pressure from his work and has ended up drunk to ease his frustration. PAFF explains
to him that he returned home in a violent state and punched her. Noah is asking for PAFF's forgiveness. On the way to one of PAFF's concerts, the car PAFF, Noah and Helena were involved in the accident. One of the seat belts is broken, as Tuner-San observed, and Helena decides to sit in this seat to keep PAFF safe. Ironically, her seat belt remained unsuppressed, but he caught her in the vehicle and
suffered severe head injuries. In the emergency room, her doctor diagnosed her, dr. Bryan reveals that Aroma is still alive, but medical staff are unable to remove debris that had been crushed in her brain during the accident. He estimates he has another month to live. Just as Noah will finish his research, he is informed that his entire budget and publication have been cancelled. He hears his superior, Leo,
about a matter he later asks Noah to wait for his research until the world is able to digest the technology. He insous that his research will be in due course publication is permitted by the public. Meanwhile, Leo informs Noah that he's moved his position to Division 0, the independent division of which he will be director. Noehu's salary has also increased significantly. When he leaves, Leo instructs his A.I.
system, Samantha, to closely monitor Noah's behavior. He thinks technology should be completely obeyed under human command. The hospital is offering risky surgery to remove debris from the aroma of the brain. Although they're against it, Helena and Noah sign a contract that approves the surgery. After meeting with one of Arro's classmates, Iris, who gives an academic schedule noah aroma, Helena
and Noah argue about the process that will happen. Noah claims that we should try a memory transplant from his research, but Helena warns that his research has already been cancelled and is too risky. It is later suggested that Noah is winning over his wife and continuing the operation on Aroma's now-dead body. Under the new department, Noah is contacting Phoenix, a former director under A.R.C., to
continue his research into memory transplants at Aroma. Phoenix and Noah gather for ethics and morality. Noah then immediately erases some memories from the aroma of the original body, which was Kaori Miyamina from Node 3. The memory transplant responds violently with a new body, and Noah gets hysterical when Helena tells him to give up. The group tries again three days later, this time with
Aroma's mind working properly. Helena stops Noah from continuing with unnecessary tests and convinces him that, because they are convinced that the memories in the new body are safe, they should just wait for Aroma to get out of the procedure. Noah leaves the room. Aroma continues his life, but struggles to remember the events before the accident. She also picks up habits and skills he doesn't know
about, like being able to play the piano and singing songs she hasn't learned. These memories come from the original owner of the body. These have put Helen on the edge a little bit, because she feels like she's not her sister anymore. With Aromi's new body and altered memories, Helena completely ingests the work of the aroma leader, changing the phone number and severely restricting Aroma's
interaction with friends. Iris and Daniel come here and try to speak to Aroma in person, because she wasn't in class because of the accident and the secret memory procedure, but also because Iris was moving away to Node 19th grade after graduation. After much discussion, Iris and Daniel agreed to Helen's request to simply send her messages to transfer to Aroma. After leaving, Helena asks if she did
the right thing by putting her sister's professional life above the civil. Aroma continues as an idol, and is continuously shielded as well as constantly busy. An unusual amount of interest indicates when it hears the work NEKO#ΦωΦ. 2008–2006: A edit the source] Neko Asakura lives in Node 3, with her father, Kouhei, her mother, Saku and her grandmother Mayu. They live in a rather small house after they
can't pay the offer to the Office of Management. Kouhei says she has a job offer at Node 8, and that the whole family should move there, but Saku disagrees and says Neko has just adjusted to her new home, and that May is not moving very well. They later reveal Neko that they have divorced and that Kouhei is traveling to Node 8 to take up a job offer, and will never return. They allow Neko to choose who
to go with, Kouhei, or Saku and Mayu. After much thought, Neko decides to go with Kouhei, after considering that he will be alone in nod 8, for which Kouhei thanks her. One adjusts to school and befriends Linda after showing an interest in her musical choice. You two become close friends, because Neko visited Linda more than her other friends. They like the work of Crystal PuNK, but they recently
disbanded. Kouhei falls in love with Yukiko, who happens to be from Noda 3, but when they walk, hiding their relationship with Neko, he claims it's a job. One day, Kouhei asks Neko to look after Yukiki's son, Kenta, for a while. One reluctantly tells Kenta to watch TV because he's going back to sleep, but after Kenta blows a glass, he watches him and plays with him. Kouhei and Yukiko are seeing each other
more and more, and one day Kouhei tells Neko that he and Yukiko may soon be married. One feels a little cheated, because Kouhei doesn't care so much about Saku in Nod 3, and she used her money to help Yukika out of debt, which her ex-husband left her. One doesn't believe Yukiko, because she says she's simply in a relationship because of the money and that kouhei doesn't really like her. Some
say he can't stop him. In Kouhei and Nemo's relationship, it flourished, and Neko wants to return to Node 3. Yukiko cooks meat one night for dinner, which is Neči's favorite dish. One is angry at Kouhea for sharing a recipe made by her mother and going to Arkada to express her frustration at some games. However, two people keep playing the game they want to play, which she finds annoying, and attacks
them. She is captured and rescued by Xenon, who can't fight but escapes by activating a motorbike. Xenon teaches her how not to stay out so late, which she finds annoying, and then comes home. Later, you and Linda go to Xenon. They really enjoy the show. Some one finds a tramp cat. It's not broken down, so it doesn't have an owner, and if the board office finds it, we'd take the cat. An administration
agent saw her, and she hid the cat. When he tries to run away with a cat, he encounters Xenon, and the agent thinks he's harassing her. That buys some time to run, because Xenon escapes arrest by hacking into agents devices. Some The cat in her room. But Yukiko's allergic to cats. Linda and Neko are going to Xenon again. After the concert, he stays to meet Xenon. Xenon's because she only brought
him trouble. He recognizes him as Simona of Crystal PuNK, who tells her to keep a secret because she wants to start over without connotations to Crystal PuNK. Xenon asks how he's doing, and after explaining the situation to him, he tells her he knows where to hide it. He met with her, and while he didn't initially want to bring her in, Neko bookmarked her. He takes her to Joe's Cafe, where the cat can be
safe until Joe finds a suitable owner. Some come home really late, and Kouhei gets mad at her, angry at both her attitude and her style. While this was happening, Yukiko wakes up and Kouhei apologizes for accidentally waking her up, which Neko finds annoying, because she thinks it's all about Yukika. Kouhei thinks Linda's a bad influence, and she forbids her from seeing Linda, seen the shows, and
stays out late. One complains that she doesn't want to come home to see Kouhe and Yukika behaving so cute-dovey, which further Kouhei off. Yukiko tries to mediate between them by saying that Kouhei really cares about Neko, but Neko says Kouhei already has Kenta and Yukiko to worry about. She then accuses Yukiko of loving Kouhe for money, calling her a whore, which makes Kouhei even more
angry. Kouhei demands that Neko apologize, but Neko refuses. Yukiko tries again to mediate between the two, but Kouhei tells Neko to pull out, which Neko meets. Yukiko asks if Kouhei should really banish her. One, now homeless, calls Linda and explains the situation before she goes to the arcade to play more games. She's reached the machine's record. Xenon sees her and asks why she's out so late
before he tells her to go home. She's crying, but when asked if Xenon had asked her, Xenon was challenging her to the game. She says if Xenon beats her, she'll go home. But if he wins, he can do whatever he wants. She beat Xenon and set a new record, and she used her bet to let her stay with him. Xenon objects, because his place is just a workshop and has no beds, but ultimately agrees to let her
stay. When they get to Xenen, Neko looks forward to all his syntheseurs, and Xenon offers to play together. They're interrupted when she hears Neči's phone, on which Neko shuts down her phone. Xenon asks her what was wrong, and replies that he was a family member. Xenon is heard running away from home, and he says he did so because his family opposed his interest in music. One explains the
situation at home and how she couldn't take Yukika because she wasn't a mommy. Xenon's 100th of the day, this time about the decisions. She says her family still loves her, but Neko can't cope with it, and she's decided to stay away. He has money from his job and single sales so he can support himself. He then notices that Monophonic is looking for musical arrangements. One sends her work to
Monophonic, initially forgetting to attach it, and PAFF agrees to work with her. Someone really wants to meet PAFF, and goes into the company to try and see her, but PAFF is busy, and she can just interact with Helena. One before the release, she publishes her single about the collaboration, and Chris of Monophonic tells her to delete what Neko is asking, because it's her work. One time, after saving
enough money, he travels back to Node 3 to visit his mother and grandmother, Saku and Mayo. They're surprised by the sudden attendance. Saku pananies a little, because Neko didn't warn her in advance, so they were unprepared, but Neko dismisses their concerns and says she still has to come back the next day. Then she's crying about her missing mom and grandma, and they're talking over dinner.
Mayu offers dishwashers so Neko and Saku can spend some time together. Saku reveals that he and kouhei stayed in touch. She then helps comfort Neko and tells her that she and Kouhei will support her wherever she goes. One tells me she can go back to Node 3, which Neko decides to do. One of them goes back to node 8, she went to Monophonic, and in the meantime, she ran into a PAFF in an
elevator. Paff makes no apologies, and Neko finds her very arrogant. Then she complained to Linda on the phone. The call is about PAFF and they conclude that no matter what her personality is, she is an exceptionally good singer, and Neko expresses her zeal that she got her name on paff's next album. The next album doesn't have her name, and Neko rips the monophonic contract out of anger and
storms from the office. Outside, she spotted Yukika buying dinner ingredients. This conversation and Yukiko shows an interest in Nečino's music, but also explains that whatever Kouhei will say, she is still trying to understand her and her music. Neko says he's going back to Node 3, and Yukiko accepts his choice. But he tells Neko that everyone really wants him to come back, and that Kenta has been
coming since Neko left. One asks what Yukiko saw in Kouhei, and she replies that she liked how much Kouhei tried to help her. She says she's really grateful for Kouhei's help. Although she doesn't want kouhei to give up on her old family, she respects Neči's decision to return to Node 3, and asks her for at least one more meal with them. He walks away, as opposed to where to stay. Some people come
home and get their stuff out of the room. When she does that, he encounters collecting debts from a gang that's chasing Yukika for her debt. Yukiko can't pay. Some kicks one of the gang members and Yukiko faints. Gang members decide that Neko will sell much better than Kent, and decided to sell Instead, much to Yukika's horror. Some escape and go to Xenon for help. She explains the situation, and
Xenon plans to stop the gang. The plan is enacted so that Kouhei acts as X, the famous hacker who has demolished a number of criminal organizations. They come back and celebrate Nega's birthday (May 20 after the diary date), but they say they will always keep her room for her when she leaves for Node 3. One then chooses to stay, and the reasons that the household needs protection. While she was
shocked by the sudden decision, the family agreed with her decision. Some one of them is meeting Xenon to move in with him, and Neko thanks him for helping her out. Linda is accepted to work in Under Velvet, or UV, one of the most famous living houses in Node 8, while Neko becomes a streamer after Xenon proposes to test the system. One mentions that she was invited to Æsir-fest and call Linda, but
she turned her down because PAFF was also performing, then notes that Cherry, a former CrystalPuNK member, also performed, and that it was rumored that Cherry had joined Monophonic. Necino's life continues at Nod 8 after the Aesir-fest, as she became increasingly famous, and was identified by people on the street. Rinko, a fan takes a selfie with Neko. This selfie was captured by Ivy in a distant
background. This is an event that gives Ivy the idea to break into Nekov potok in order to gather more memories. ÆSir-Fest Incident[edit code | edit source] When you trip to node 08, Ivy softened the sudden increase in human technology and its inability to access certain parts. She found herself in the mid-700s. She keeps giving machines orders, but she's repeatedly told she doesn't have the authority to
lead. He's wandering around in detail, and he's running into a lot of people on the way. She starts to run out of energy and shuts down, finding Joe, who's going to give her some food and water. She spends all the food she gave her and steals the money from the tip box. Ivy accesses a machine called Basicpedia 01, nods to places to store information used on the Internet. In a disagreement with the
machine about basic history, Ivy struggles to understand the concept of human survival, which should be completely eliminated by Ender's virus. The machine tells Ivy that humans have always had advanced technology and that they have been forced into The Nodes to fight against the earth's battlefield. The machine also claims that opci machines, like Ivy, disappeared when they finished their duty
(unspecified). Ivy then asks about the CyTus program and A.R.C. When asked where people have gained knowledge and information to build such systems, the machine supplies only that in N.A. 693, A.R.C. digs up the Library and has been able to use its technology. Ivy is seen while searching for the library. C in A.R.C. Sky Headquarters. When Ivy disables Unpiloted, security's trying to track her down,
but she's failing. He finds Vanessa's body in a coma in the Ivy Library. He's aware that the entire cyTus system comes from Vanessa's system, and that A.R.C. dug up the excavation site to move Vanessa's body. To save Vanessa, Ivy plans to collect memories in order to simulate Cytus's system to support Vanessa's system. Create an algorithm to convert human emotions into music and vice versa. With
past emotion, he creates music under the pseudonym Æsir. Ivy is hosting a major music concert, known as Æsir-Fest, to gather the memories it needs. Paff, ROBO_Head and Cherry PuNK invite the show. Unfortunately, memories aren't enough to create a Cytus system that fully supports Vanessa's system. She then uses Neko's charisma with her fans (and replaces one of her memories) to enhance the
memories she has. Meanwhile, Ivy realizes simon jackson was trying to track her down. It shows a brief surprise, as anyone who has gone or seen her concert has wiped away the memory of the event, but decides to focus on collecting more memories to awaken Vanessa. Present[edit | edit source] Xenon[edit source] Xenon, because he is present backstage at Æsir-Fest, struggles to remember. He's
going back to the A.R.C for research and investigations. He learned that Collin Neuman Jr. was recently assigned to research into A.R.C. Xenon began receiving strange, well-encrypted emails. It's hard to find a sender who sent emails related to Æsir-Fest, asking his various colleagues and Collin if they sent them. Eventually, he found out they were from his A.I., which sent him to explore Æsir-Fest.
#PrayforPAFF [edit code | edit source] During gravity performance at her 7th anniversary concert, PAFF faints on stage and is performed by medical staff. While many fans are concerned about creating a trendy hashtag #prayforpaff, some are also demanding a refund of their tickets. Helena is concerned that the incident was too abnormal and the memory transfer has made her something malignant to her
new body. Noah comforts her, it's unlikely. Helena then expresses her supersedness about the whole process in that she sometimes looks at her sister and can't recognise her, even though PAFF looks the same and has the same memories. Noah then tells her she shouldn't think about things like that, and he'll fix some parameters in paff's system when he can. At the hospital, Noah and Helena talked
again about Noah's experiment. Helena seems to be heartbroken and Paff isn't ready to do any work he'd given her recently. Noah suggests that Helena find someone else to take over, but she disagrees and goes on to tell Noah about the strange memories and experiences PAFF has had in the past. He then hints that the experiment failed, to which Noah immediately began to blame for stopping the
experiment early. Noah believes that in a few years, all paff's memories of the present will disappear. Faced with the situation, Noah tells Helena to focus on Aroma and her happiness. Helena wants to tell PAFF about everything, but Noah hesitates to agree. Paff was safely discharged from the hospital a few days later, but unable to properly remember her parts of her past. In addition, Monophonic
Entertainment is too much of a paff and no nun to take the extra work that the company puts on her. Somewhere in the meantime, paff suddenly disappears. The company is trying to cover up the situation by disinforming the public. The arrest of NEKO#Φωφ[edit source] During the large stream, NEKO#ΦωΦ was briefly arrested and her account suspended for a malicious attack that affected everyone on
the creek. No one online can clearly remember what happened during the stream, but some believe neko#φωφ had planned it all. The cheral sends them Xenon and asks them to meet because he has something to tell him. He comments that he may still not have forgiven her, but says it's important to be able to talk to him in real life rather than the internet. They agreed to meet me at Joe's coffee shop.
There they meet on September 6th 702 N.A. Joe is surprised at their meeting, and ask for the booths to talk in private. At first, they reheail the memory of their time as Crystal PuNK, with how they invited Simon, and when KAI, their drummer, threw a drum at Joe's hair after Joe continued to sing during training. They're also thinking about the eight years before they celebrate Cherry's birthday, and the gift
each of them bought for her. Xenon bought her a necklace for the cub that Shannon, his sister, chose. She held the necklace and still wore it, even though she hid it because it didn't match her dress. They stop remembering, and Cherry says she memorized parts from Æsir-Fest that could help them investigate Xenon. They agree to investigate together and Cherry brings a list of times and dates he can
remember on which Æsir contacted her. Xenon uses the data to get to the location to investigate, and Cherry convinces him that she should match it, because she might remember something else. Because of PAFF's disappearance, Cherry is scheduled to perform at their scheduled date for the meeting, September 15. Skip the rehearsal to help Xenon before he rushes back to the concert. They make sure
they continue their research, as Cherry's memoirs help Xenon rewind and find the connections that were Æsir. They agreed to meet at Joe's bar, and when Cherryna's rehearsal ends at 5:00, she goes to the bar to wait a few hours. She falls asleep and remembers the time Xenon comforted her. Xenon wakes her up when she arrives and they are at the next location to track down Æsir's signal. The location
is the bridge where he and Xenon broke up six years earlier. Cherry says he visits the site regularly. It decided to apologise appropriately to Xenon and For what she did, which inadvertently caused Shannon's condition. Xenon says he wanted to say I don't know to accept it, adding that he felt guilty for not looking after them anymore. Cherry says he was already the person who cared the most in her life,
and Xenon responds that it's his fault that the person who cared most for her was arrested. He said he was going through evidence to let Cherry go clean so she wouldn't be arrested. Cherry asks why he didn't let her be arrested with his father, to which Xenon replies that he simply couldn't, prompting Cherry to ask himself if letting him go is better than arresting him. Xenen's AI manages to determine
Æsirov's signal, and Xenon decides to immediately travel to the abandoned factory in Nod 8. Along the way, Cherry falls asleep and dreams of riding a bike with her father. When they arrive, Xenon wakes her up, surprised to be able to sleep on a bicycle. The cheron is surprised that such rubble exists in Nod 8, to which Xenon observes that there were several rubble from the decommissioning. They see a
functioning recycling that brings them to the entrance to the facility. They're attacked by a security bot when they enter. They go down and see Ivy. Xenon asks Cherry to hand over the gun so he can exhiring Ivy, but Ivy turns around and shoots at them before Cherry lands and hits Xenon. The cheesy one fires a pulse gun at Ivy. They are surprised by the android because they find it shockingly human for
the robot, but they decide it is not the ultimate perpetrator and that they still have more investigations. Xenon and Cherry meet with the NONE of the administration after their release. Xenon explains that during TOK NEKO#Φωφ, he hacked into her computer and then damaged her and everyone who was watching the current. The attack was similar to the attack that took place at the Æsir-Fest incident,
erasing everyone's memory of the creek. Xenon then tells NEKO#ΦωΦ that because the admins found no signs of intrusion, she was taken as the prime suspect for the event. She suspects she was hacked specifically because of her high current following, which is comparable to PAFF's concerts. NEKO#Φωφ is surprised, but Xenon tells her not to be cocky and not to interfere with so many problems. He
continued to hurt her by her behaviour online, such as blaming her fans for her troubles. NEKO#ΦωΦ is angry when Xenon threatens to have her account deleted. Xenon reveals that Cherry helped him prove that NEKO#Φωφ was not the perpetrator, as Cherry was involved in the Æsir-Fest incident and may provide some help in explaining the attack. While messing with Ivy's A.I. system, Xenon was
mildly damaged, but he quickly told NEKO#φωφ to go home before there was any attention on it. Meanwhile, Ivy encounters Simon's A.I. and tries to overwrite the script and the orders. She mentioned how Like A.I., they're completely obeyed and they don't think they're. With some trouble, Ivy buys himself time and inserts a fake address into the A.I. so that whenever anyone tries to track her down, he'll
eventually find Simon. At home, NEKO#Φωφ immediately starts the stream to understand what happened when she was gone. Her fans have to tell her about Paff's disappearance and the protests at Paff's mono entertainment company because she hasn't given the public enough information about her condition and condition. Neko#Φωφ finds it amusing and take the opportunity to brag about big
entertainment companies. She then hinted that the whole situation could be a publicity story to draw attention away from PAFF and to the Cherry. He argues that if something went wrong, the company would first want to resolve it before it was told to the public. Her fans are jumping to some conclusions, but NEKO#Φωφ ends the flow before anything else gets out of hand. Cherry, who was caught in a riot
in Mono, was taken to hospital with minor injuries. Meanwhile, her doctor Jacob rushes into an emergency with patient P29-015, Shannon Jackson, who suffers from seizures. If Shannon had reall that she was there, Cherry would ask for a visit, which was scheduled for the afternoon. When he visits when Shannon's condition is stable again, Jacob explains that she suffers from post-traumatic stress



disorder virtual reality or VR TSD. When Cherry asks her to enter her room, Jacob refuses and explains that the patient is unable to communicate, and any person who enters, who remembers her, will again cause the panic that upset Cherry, as she feels it is the cause of her illness. The doctor reveals that only Xenon was able to communicate with her in any way, as his music helps her, but she must not
reveal that he is her older brother. The Baro Fraternity is asking Cherry to convince Xenon to put an air on them. Cherry's trying to contact him, but Xenon's ignoring her. He visits JOE's bar and is at a drinks contest with some of his regulars, who win them. Joe takes her home and leaves a message that their days as Crystal PuNK were the best. The czech should help the group through the tunnels as it is
experienced with how to do it. The two, with whom she meets, are giving instructions, and Angus and Hunter comment on her position and say they may get a few more years in prison from Luis. Xenon goes to neko#φωφφ ω ωφ huauu. While she does so, she resents NEKO#Φωφ for her flow and tells her that the protests at Mona inadvertently attacked the Cherry in the shing.4. While he continues to call
it, Xenon notes that the location his A.I. tracked down is strange, but it doesn't go much into it. She leaves with Joe's bass, which NEKO#Φωφ borrowed, much to her objection. PAFF and Xenon conviction[edit code | edit source] On the way home from the Academy, NEKO#ΦωΦ errors for beggars. Quickly get PAFF out of the rain and urge her to take a shower and accept her clothes, even though she
makes the point that her breast size is much smaller than paff's. PAFF reveals she did run away from Mona and had been on the street for two weeks. NEKO#Φωφ icing how human PAFF is and expresses some kind of solace about how she misjudged it when they both worked under Mona. PAFF is constantly apologizing for inhaling them because she's never known anyone else outside Mona.
NEKO#ΦΩΦ insouds it that this is not a problem. NEKO#Φωφ is tempted to go straight to the internet to stir up more rumours and dramas surrounding PAFF's disappearance. But once he starts, he stops and admits that there's probably no way to respond to the situation and that Xenon would probably be mad at her. NEKO#ΦωΦ has some problems hiding PAFF in the bedroom. Linda, a classmate, is
coming to dinner. As he watched the news of Paff's disappearance the next day, Kouhei, THE FATHER OF NEKO#ΦωΦ, asks about the noises from THE ROOM NEKO#ΦωΦ. While trying to feed his younger brother vegetables, NEKO#Φωφ accidentally switched to the News Channel reporting on how Xenon, real name Simon Jackson, was arrested by law enforcement because he was the biggest
suspect in Æsir. While watching the report, NEKO#Φωφ is going into a frenzy with a major headache. He comes to her room and talks to PAFF about it, feeding her dissuasion that Xenon attacked her and everyone else. He notes that there must be something wrong with the memory and compares it to Paff's memory problem, although it is later revealed that the causes are two different incidents. Cherry
visited her father Luis in prison. They're talking a little bit, with Luis, who says he watched her show. She passed the news that the fraternity might be able to get a few more years of punishment, although Luis isn't exactly impressed with the prospect, as he acknowledged the hat that both he and Cherry deserve to have served full penalties. Suddenly, Xenophos was arrested. Cherry immediately tries to go
and see him, however, because in the pre-restricted zone he is denied. She went to Joe's coffee shop and talked to him about Xenon's arrest. Because of their investigation, he doesn't believe Xenon did it, and is determined to help him remember what happened. She decided to ask Joe to fix something. Her phone suddenly went off. On the other side, an angry Chris asks her to go to rehearsal. She
pases, and talks to JOE right after the trash can. Because of the incident that led to her temporary arrest and how much school she missed, NEKO#ΦωΦ must complete an additional credit seminar for her diploma. It is revealed that ConneR is their lecturer, who starts classes with a species known as crystal ants. After school, ConneR reveals that THE UN will fail the semester and offers it some extra
credit by telling him What happened at Æsir-Fest. To call another student, NEKO#Φωφ does not answer. ONE woman, Hawk and Raven, are being questioned on the subject of simon jackson's arrest. They question her involvement and bring her temporary arrest to try to get information out of her. After further probing, along with mentioning AEsir-Fest, two women try to install a device to probe the
memory of NEKO#ΦωΦ. Before they make it, ConneR is interfering. The two women appear to recognize ConneR, and Hawk expressly regrets that he didn't shoot him dead at the time. The gaming exases more attention from the students. Hawk is trying to arrest NEKO#Φωφ and ConneR, but he has no warrant or enough evidence to do so. ConneR explains how it belongs to the superiors responsible for
the prosecution and that Hawk and Raven do not have the authority to do anything. The students start with two women and end up leaving. ConneR asks NEKO#Φωφ again if she is willing to tell him about the festival. NEKO#Φωφ is shinging. Paff finds a picture from his old classmate's academy. During the additional credit seminar NEKO#Φωφ, PAFF takes paff to the Library of the Academy, where he
finds information about her classmate Iris Baker. While NEKO#Φωφ is affated by students and drones, PAFF is able to come to the library to confirm that Iris graduated in the same year, even though she is unable to obtain any other contact information. NEKO#Φωφ goes to Linda and Joe for help, explaining both his memories with Xenon and hiding PAFF in the bedroom. Joe comforts NEKO#ΦωΦ that
Xenon will be released from prison, if not legally, then physically. They then turn to the PAFF case. NEKO#Φωφ tells them that PAFF discovered a picture of the place where a classmate previously lived, near the Mountain Wind Musique. THE NEXT DAY, PAFF takes PAFF to the store and asks where the place is. Meanwhile, PAFF is quickly identified despite attempts to cover it up, including hair loss.
Linda diverts Tinga's attention, which immediately recognizes PAFF after she is forced to get in when she stares in the outside. After they went to the spot in the picture, NEKO#Φωφ and PAFF meet a man named Jerry, who (after the false crying NEKO#Φωφ) reveals that PAFF's classmate Iris did live in the house but moved out a while ago. Now that she's faceless, NEKO#Φωφ is comforting PAFF so
they can figure out what happened to her. The journalist, Vicky, confronts Jacky, Linda's manager, about interviewing a music event called UV while hiding the true purpose of asking about Paff and WHERE NEKO#ΦωΦ is located. Jacky just supplies that NEKO#Φωφ doesn't get into their store anymore. Linda quickly contacts NEKO#Φωφ and tells her to be careful to get out. Reports of Paff's background
[edit the code] Clara and Daniel, old paff classmates, meet for a class meeting. Their class spokesman calls on Daniel to come and see which Daniel is being questioned, but then he changes his mind. Clara's offering to go with him for a drink to Daniel's surprise. In the meantime, PAFF gets a nosebleed after waking up from a dream about Clara and Daniel. She's sure she remembers Clare and Daniel, but
she actually sees them through the camera footage. Vicky asks Daniel if he can say anything about PAFF. At first, she says she has nothing to say and asks her to leave, but Hayato, a fellow reporter, says they are investigating Paff's disappearance. Vicky's after Hayat because he's too honest, but Daniel's inviting them in. She explains that even after the coma, she continued to come to class. When asked
if he noticed anything strange after her return, Daniel admits that PAFF didn't have many friends, even though she was a nice person. When she returned, many students fueled their hatred of her and began bullying her. He also admits that he once had feelings for her. Reporters are quick to apologise after Clara arrives home, and Clara asks them to tell them about everything new they learn about PAFF.
Clara briefly expresses her deep sadness at being a student who encouraged bullying against PAFF while they were at school. She also states that she has always felt less than compared to her and that she fears that Daniel wouldn't really love her because it's nothing compared to PAFF. Daniel calmly refutes this assumption and asks her to simply pray for Paff's safety. NEKO#ΦΩΦ and PAFF were able
to find Clarin and Daniel's address. And on the way up, they run into Vicky and Hayata. They start running, and they point to themselves. Many pedestrians recognize them and start taking pictures. Many iM users express relief that PAFF is safe, while many are also joking about how people with pictures should sell them to news websites. Vicky sprained her ankle while trying to chase two in heels and she
and Hayato are forced to slow down. Hayato admits she has a personal attachment to PAFF, which he has wavered to tell Vicky that she will become very quick to answer. Vicky will comfort Hayata that when someone's safety is compromised by a possible announcement, she will leave. Hayato finds her very respectable and tells her about an adopted child named Kaori. He says he noticed that PAFF was
rubbing her temples to ease nervousness, a technique Kaori learned in nod 3. After that, he was almost convinced that PAFF was Kaori and was traveling to Node 8. He was so excited about finding PAFF for this reason. Meanwhile, NEKO#Φωφ is forced to tell the family about hiding paff. They agree that paff will be taken to Joe's bar to hide, as the NEKO#Φωφ has attracted too much attention in public to
drag paff around. While waiting, the younger brother of NEKO#ΦΩΦ Kent asks PAFF to his album. NEKO#Φωφ is upset that Kenta bought an album that supports the company he ripped off, but PAFF apologizes on his behalf. She explains that she never knew that Mona cut the name NEKO#Φωφ from the song until NEKO#Φωφ terminated the contract with the company. NEKO#Φωφφ she forgives her,
saying that it was partly to blame for the company's first-place backing, and expressing an interest in creating more songs for PAFF in the future. When they leave, the men from the entertainment company, informed about paff's site from the Internet, come into the NEKO#Φωφ house and demand that Paff come with them. PAFF escapes in the family car NEKO#Φωφ, but when they drive away, he notices
that they don't drive into Joe's bar. Turns out Noah was driving and explaining her memory transfer surgery. They arrive at Arom's home, and Helena greets them. Noah says he's going to do the surgery properly this time, completely erasing PAFF's memory, but Helena's taking Aroma to Joe's bar when he's gone, and decided that PAFF isn't Aroma, her sister, and that Aroma got lost in a car accident.
Despite her new knowledge of who she is, Paff decides helena is still her sister. Paff comes to Joe's bar and meets neko#Φωφ. She stays in the basement of the bar, but suddenly remembers more of her memories, both of her time as Aroma and as Kaori. He comes out of the basement with a bleeding nose and goes to get Hayat. NEKO#Φωφ and Joe rush out to try to catch her, but they can't. Joe
reveals that he had met Hayat earlier and that Hayato said he was looking for a girl named Kaori. It also shows that he has Hayat's card. ROBO_Head [edit | edit source] ROBO_Head tries to discover more about its past by searching for any signs of its origin in its database. While processing the information receives a message as follows: Attention, your actions have stepped out of line. Stop spreading any
related information. Remember that your freedom and its security are guaranteed only by agreement. This warning will not happen again. ROBO_Head can't find any information related to an unknown personality known as her and a range of unspecified victims. By further probing, he finds the existence of his creator, Shizuke Shiino, who ROBO_Head memories in the Supreme Command at the 1st no
longer serves Nora and protects her at all costs and the 2nd World Series. Never go back to the node 03 where they lived. She framed both of them mogura, the notorious gang in Node. Crazy ROBO_Head they're not safe as long as they're together. She ROBO_Head to Node 08 to live her life with new freedom, and hopefully she'll convince the gang to go after him. ROBO_Head, then he's trying to
overwrite the High Command. that Nora deserves the same freedom and dreams that Him. Successfully overwrite your system and get to find it. His disappearance was noticed by several iM users. Ivy and Vanessa[edit the code | edit the source] Ivy continues to work to gather enough memories to re-awaken Vanessa. She stays in the cemetery for a while, watching her younger sister and her father visit
the older sister's grave. One visit, the younger sister falls over the relentless fence, and Ivy saves her. In the process, the younger sister drops the girl she promised to share with her older sister. Dad thanks Ivy for saving her daughter, and Ivy leaves when she wonders how she can repay her. Ivy asks why she saved the girl and tripped over the little girl. She's thinking about returning this to her, but she
decided not to. Ivy is successful in reviving Vanessa, though not permanently. Vanessa is in an unacceptable state and maintains resentment and hatred towards people for experimenting with her. Ivy explains that she's been asleep for 553 years and how she managed to bring Vanessa back into consciousness. When Vanessa plans with Ivy how to proceed, Ivy shows an aversion to hurt more people.
Vanessa's surprised, but she's listening to Ivy's advice to keep her calm so she doesn't interfere with the entire cyTus and IM system again. Ivy is forced to cut off from Vanessa's condition and ask her to wait. Xenon's Impriment and Everyone's Journey to Node 3[edit | edit source] Xenon is put to trial. There is various evidence of how Æsir might have been, and there is a theory that Xenon was Æsir, and
accidentally wiped away memories during Æsir-Fest. The reason is that it was his motivation to collect memories to try to help his sister Shannon with his VR-PTSD. Convinced by this and unsure of his memoirs, Xenon admits guilt that he is Æsir, which is the result that he is imprisoned as a Class A prisoner. Cherry talks to Angus and Hunter about smuggling, when Hunter notes that R is asking for a very
well-paid prison break. Cherry asks for details, even though Angus tells Hunter not to agree to it, because Diego, the bar fraternity boss wouldn't appreciate that they freed Xenon. Cherry and Hunter are going on a mission where it's revealed that R is ConneR. ConneR and Cherry pull him out of jail and escape from center 8. Through the tunnel network, they pass into buildings where ConneR explains how
they were sometimes operated by architects. ConneR wants to continue its investigation into Nod 13, and to clarify that it has collected all the information it needed from A.R.C. Cherry and Xenon are referred to node 3. When they travel in the wilderness, they encounter a carriage that takes their weapons to the bar fraternity in nod 8. ConneR stops transporting, and Xenon and Cherry help stop gang
members in transport. ConneR takes the weapon, because Xenon destroys the rest of the weapon. Xenon and Cherry arrive at Node 3, where they meet kai, who used to be for their band. It allows them to stay in the room under the Mountain Breeze Musique store. They talk together like a band, and Kai comments that Cherry and Xenon haven't changed. They make sure they play a little bit like a band,
and Joe participates through the projection. The next morning, Xenon wakes up with news that there were several deceiving drones. Cherry reveals her mother was killed by a broken drone. Cherry trains Xenon to use a gun because he's useless in self-defense and would be a liability during a fight. Xenon turns out to be accurate, but he's not used to the toss. Cherry trains him when they talk about their
families. Robo_Head he arrived at Node 3, trying to look for Nora. She's wandering the streets of Node 3, asking pedestrians if they've seen her. He ran into Yamada, who stole the gang. He's defending it after Yamada claims he didn't steal anything. Once he's misled that Yamada did steal something after gang members are deported, Yamada categorizes as a bad person, and refuses to talk to him. A few
days later, Yamada ROBO_Head a plan to break into Kyuu Hou Kai to steal valuable documents through the sewer system. After the debate, Yamada claims that Nora is in Kyuu Hou Kai, ROBO_Head agrees to help him. They break into the sewers. ROBO_Head the famous rooms, such as the Silent Room, which disrupts Yamada before they are captured by members of Kyuu Hou Kai and brought to
their chief. Turns out it's Nora's boss who's going to execute Yamada. She then asks how ROBO_Head return to No. 3, as she orders that he never return to nod 3 in his command. She explains Mogura, the gang that controls Node 3, has agreed with her that ROBO_Head will never return to Node 3. He then tries to get him to leave, using command mode and trying to turn it off, but he doesn ROBO_Head
obey him. He then asks Daiga to shoot him with a pulse gun, drag him away before ROBO_Head him out. ROBO_Head continues to stand in front of Kyuu Hou Kai. Nora sees him still there, and Daigo suggests sending him to another node, but Nora decides not to do anything, as well as sending him to another ROBO_Head she'd just come back. Nora and Daigo are going to Ryu, the head of Mogura. Ryu
comments on kyubo health center, which was once a foundation, and says it has been profitable and has helped increase public approval for them. They organize different things. Nora is expressing her uninteresting 70% of Ryu's business after discussing her potential to replace him. Ryu expresses that he knows ROBO_Head he's back, which surprises Nora, but comforts her that he's going to act like he
hasn't seen it. Nora goes back to Kyuu Hou Kai and sees ROBO_Head hasn't moved. Ryu, meanwhile, is sending his men to ROBO_Head that although he didn't see it, his men are for sure. Ichiro goes ROBO_Head and invites him to see him. The house, which explains what happened after the edge of the 3rd-century Nod, is determined ROBO_Head to protect Nora, but Ichiro reassures him that they
have to plan for her escape from action. Ichiro tells robo not to go out, because Mogura will find him, and that the house is safe, because no one and Mogura would search anyone. Mogura attacked them, ROBO_Head he found out he had a gun in his hand that Ichiro had installed. Ichiro tells him to use it, ROBO_Head remember what Phoenix Wyle told him at the end of his escape, that he wasn't designed
for murder. That's why he stopped shooting, forcing Ichira to try to cover it. They are rescued when Daigo arrives in a car and transports them to Kyuu Hou Kai. According to PAFF, she remembers that Kaori, NEKO#Φωφ, Hayato and she decide to travel to Nodes 3 to see if she can remember more about her past. He's helping Vicky, who arranges train tickets and tells Hayat to find the truth, and says he
has to report all the big news for Diary of an 08 to write a report. NEKO#ΦωΦ is more suspicious, as Vicky has taken pictures of THE HOUSE ON numerous occasions, while writing reports about her and Xenon's relationship and Paff's place. Paff calms her down and gets on the train. After boarding the train, Hayato and NEKO#Φωφ are confronted about what to call PAFF, as it seems like Aroma, but its
ways increasingly resemble Kaori. Paff told them to call her whatever they wanted. NEKO#Φωφ then claims that she is hungry and that at lunch, despite having just eaten lunch, she has to leave an empty cabin. PAFF claims that she is trying to put her and Hayato alone together. Hayato is gifted by PAFF with the dinghy he bought for Kaori after the performance after which she disappeared. PAFF thanks
him for being Ali's favorite flower. NEKO#Φωφ comments that they seem like a couple. After Daigo rescued her from Mogura, she ROBO_Head Nora and put her in the old room. ROBO_Head finds old instruments broken and decides to fix them. He's commenting on how Nora doesn't make music anymore. A few days later, ROBO_Head and hears 5 Kyuu Hou Kai members and 3 others. One of the others
is curious and opens the door to Nora's old room, much to the nerves of other members of Kyuu Hou Kaija. She, NEKO#Φωφ, ROBO_Head. She's with PAFF and Hayato. ROBO_Head say hello. Nora, who represents Kyuu Hou Kai, Ryu, represents Mogura, and Diego (not to be confused with Daigo) presents the Baro Brotherhood of Node 8 to meet to discuss the recently disrupted transport of weapons.
The crazy investigation of the Baro Fraternity was pushed because he was one of the attackers from Noda 8, because they destroyed all the weapons, so he did so to prevent the weapon from coming in to Nod 8, instead of taking the weapon for himself. He leaves early and says the event doesn't Kyuu Hou Kai. When he leaves, Ryu and Diego discuss how to get rid of Kyuu Hou Kai because she has
grown too strong. First, they decide to attack Kyubo Medical Centre. Daigo was intrigued by their conversation. Xenon and Cherry are going to a meeting with Neko#Φωφ. They walked past Kyubo Medical Center when he was attacked by drones. Initially, the drones are believed to have been stingy, but Xenon notes that they attack in shape, meaning they can be controlled. Xenon decides he can't let them
kill civilians and decides to try to break into drones, which requires them to go to the center. They use a mask and a helmet to conceal their identity. Cherry buys him time to break into the drones, and changes the target choice to each other to destroy them all. They stop the meeting with Neko#Φωφ and return to hide after creating a huge rehe. of the reprile. Cherry sprained her ankle during the fight, and
Xenon supports her when they return. The next day ConneR calls Cherry from nod 13. He comments on what they did before they were given the task of asking Horus' eye to gather the information they needed. He says he wired a large sum of money to Kyuu Hou Kai and instructed them to get to Kyuu Hou Kai. Xenon and Cherry are the instructions where Daigo welcomes them. He tells them that Horus's
eye is gone and that he will return the money. Then ask them to leave. They bounce and Daigo and Cherry pull guns, but crazy comes and stops them. Nora comments on how Xenon is a hacker 'X', and how they helped save Kyubo Medical Center. Xenon explains that he is looking for the truth around Æsir and says that he believes there is a much greater truth for Æsir that could pose a threat to all
people. Nora says she can't help it because she can no longer use the capabilities of looking at OS Space, but she does have someone in her care who can. He takes them to her, PAFF and friends, NEKO#Φωφ and Hayatu. NEKO#ΦωΦ is very happy to see Xenon. In Kyuu Hou Kai[edit | edit source] Nora explains to PAFF that she needs to look into the Library's data to help uncover the truth, and PAFF
does it. PAFF then collapses from shock. When she wakes up, she explains that she heard a voice in OS Space calling her name before she felt an incredibly powerful hatred and a killing intent not just for her, but for all people. It comes from Vanessa (the name he calls it is probably Ivy). Nora tells her to stop using her abilities and rest for a while. Take her to the Quiet Hall to recover. Diego's meeting Kyuu
Hou Kai, and Daigo goes out to meet him and refuses to let him into a meeting with Nora, but Nora calls him back in and goes out alone. Diego explains that only two people who have stopped the ride that Kyuu Hou Kai swell, Xenon and Cherry, want. Nora refuses, revealing that she knows Diego and Ryu are trying to to kill Kyuu Hou Kai. Then the Activate kyuu hou kai defense, which are much stronger
than Diego imagined, and is retreating. Diego tells Nora he's going to kill Xenono and Cherry's family in Nod 8 when he leaves. Nora and PAFF are discussing Paff's condition. Nora says that PAFF may be able to use the opportunity to see in OS Space better than she does herself, despite the ender virus's higher activity in her body. PAFF comments that she tried to return to the library while she was
resting, but she couldn't. Nora assumes it's out of fear, not because of her physical condition. NEKO#Φωφ and Hayato enter the room, Nora's old room, to ROBO_Head. When you see Nora and PAFF, some of the #Φωφ decides that everyone has to play together. Nora reprimanded them as she told them that they were forbidden from entering the room before they left to stay in the music, rejecting the
NEKO#φ ωφ request. NEKO#ΦΩΦ commented that Nora was amazing, as they were all synthesizers of her design. Nora leaves when she gives a hint of how to use one of her sints properly, and NEKO#Φω, she notes how she still wants to make music, and decides that Nora will surely remember the joys of making music. The group remains in Kyuu Hou Kai. Xenon is busy improving the firewall of Kyuu
Hou Kai, and trying to use his AI. One night, Cherry dreams of the past and her time at the Baro Brotherhood. There have been reports of terrorist attacks in the area around Joe's bar on 8 May 2015. Xenon's calling him to make sure he's okay. Well, how they call the explosion a reboot, blows up JOE's cafe and hurting Joe. Nora puts paff to use her ability to see joe eat well, but PAFF sees him sing with
the side of the street, but she's s beginning to sing to the hundreds she's seen in the Library, the same fiery prey that's forced not to watch. Nora and she discuss the nature of their abilities, and PAFF asks Nora to stop calling her Kaori, because she doesn't want to ignore Aroma's memories. Joe calls Xenon after he borrows a stranger's phone. Explain that he's fine and that they can catch up later. The
group examines why Diego would have done an attack on Node 8, his home territory, instead of at Kyuu Hou Kai in Node 3. They conclude that it is likely to be a trial for the inevitable attack on Kyuu Hou Kai. Four days later, Kyuu Hou Kai was attacked. Nora asks her guests, Hayato, PAFF, NEKO#Φωφ, Xenon, Cherry and ROBO_Head to stay in her room as she and Daig are engaged in the attack. The
unmanned have stormed tunnels in area 3 of Kyuu Hou Kai, and Nora finds that defense systems have been hacked. Xenon and Cherry decide that Kyuu Hou Kai needs help, and they plan to escape by destroying the door for help. ROBO_Head to stop them instead of entering a password that Nora hasn't changed since her time there. Cherry and Xenon go into the ROBO_Head tunnel, and Cherry attacks
the drones with his gun, which then allows Xenonu to break in. It notes that much harder to deal with than those in Kyubo Medical Centre. When the drones were finished, there was an explosion, with one drone left, and Xenon hacked into the hacking device and bounced off. Cherry picks it up, and when Xenon's trapped under the wall, she decides she's going to have to use it to complete the last drone.
Xenon first objects because her device wasn't designed for it, but convinces him when she says it's their only option. Xenon explains how to use it, but decides that he can't shoot from the armor and break in at the same time. Nora, who uses a defense system, then takes a shot and Cherry successfully hacks into the plane, but was shot by a drone in the process. Kyuu Hou Kai's members rush her to the
recovery room and free Xenon. The group visits it in a place where they are not allowed to enter their devices so that they do not interfere with the life support apparatus. NEKO#ΦωΦ is excited about the event. Nora assures them that Cherry will recover, and explains that he was rushed through her device when he crashed into the plane. Nora says you should probably leave to avoid disrupting the life
support machine, and neko#φωφ is calling PAFF to his room to play some games. The band's out, but Xenon decides to stay, and Nora tells him not to touch anything. Later, Kyuu Hou Kai's electricity went out. Kyuu Hou Kai scrambles to solve the problem, and Daigo immediately checks into the recovery room to try to power the life support system before Cherry dies. It's been reported that the ender virus
samples in the central lab were broken, and Nora notes that the attack on Area 3 was probably diverted by a drug. Xenon is the only one in the recovery room with Cherry, because they can't easily open the door without electricity. He's trying to understand what happened and he's trying to figure out that this is a delay, and he sees what he can do. When he left the device outside, he can't call for help or
open the door. The cher from the chero the other wakes up and asks him to approach it. She tells him she dreamed of looking for something, the blue lighting of a flower in a black void. Every time i went after this, it would go away. She says she thought it was incredibly important, and that if she didn't find him, she'd lose everything. She says that if she's back to her dreams, she might be able to find her,
but Xenon tells her only dreams. Ask him to sing Still, and when he's done, he comments on how his singing sucks. Then he dies and leaves the cub necklace in Xenon's hands. Power is coming back and Diego and Kyuu Hou Kai members rush to save Cherry, but she has no vital signs and even with their best efforts, they can't manage to save her. Xenon is missing from the room, while THE UN is really
angry about Cherry's death, accusing Kyuu Hou Kai of doing so. Nora walks into the room and accepts the blame for her death, as Kyuu Hou Kai decides to care for her and decides to on nod 8. ConneR returns after a successful investigation into Node13 and has a plan to stop Ivy. He's looking for Xenon with NEKO#Φωφ, but despite all his attempts, he's not able to get Xenon into the team. He, Nora and
PAFF decide to execute the plan without him and return to node 8. Hayatu and NEKO#Φωφ are told to find a safe place upon arrival, which is why they initially complain, despite being reluctant to accept after finding out they cannot contribute to the team. Returning to node 8[edit code | edit code] Fang released Luisa from prison. Since Diego died, gang members can do what they want and decide to help
civilians against attacks by architects. Luis disagrees at first, because he feels the weight of Xenon's father's murder, but Fang persuades him to help Xenon fight the architects. The end[edit the code | edit the source] Ivy kills the officer A.R.C, who gets Vanessa into anger at the loss. The group decides to end the fight in OS Space by using the destruction of Vanessa. Before that, PAFF calls an actor, an
unnamed character who can also enter OS Space, to call for help. The player can respond to confirmation of their existence by touching the notes that appear and helps to share the load on PAFF. This and the killing of Vanessa in the end will lead to a good end where Vanessa dies, humanity is saved and PAFF does not die. If the actor doesn't respond to a plea for help, PAFF must take the burden
himself and die with Vanessa at the end, Vanessa comments on how beautiful Paff's memories are. This leads to a neutral end where PAFF dies, but humanity is saved. If Vanessa is not killed by tapping notes at the end, humanity is destroyed, leading to a bad/real ending. In good/neutral ways, the A.R.C reform after numerous criticisms over the Vanessa incident. Three months later, some still don't
forgive the company. NEKO#Φωφ graduates from the University to become a full-fledd musician. She starts a fund to help those affected in the incident, although she is often rejected. Xenon rejoins the band, and NEKO#Φωφ routinely sees most of his performances. Xenon rejects A.R.C's offer of money and power at the company, which PAFF comments in the good end may be due to a past that has not
been able to omit. JOE is more important now than ever when the Baro fraternity is gone. ConneR returns to Node 13 to continue exploring its ancestors with Saša, and occasionally crosses paths with Sagar, who is still on the research team. ROBO_Head at both ends are fried, which maintains a connection to OS Space, and Nora returns to Kyuu Hou Kai to repair it and conduct research that is expected
to almost end in three months in a good end. In the good end, because PAFF is still alive, he recounts the final scenes, and returns to be both an idol and a street performer with Hayat. In the neutral end, he dies, leaving the end of scenes without narrative. Helena and Hayato left mourning. In the bad end, Vanessa destroys mankind and is the only character left alive. The game reopens, where every other
character in the main menu only connects to an empty shot from the same angle, but without any signs. The environments were overgromed and destroyed. Side stories[edit | edit source] Miku[edit | edit source] Nod 3 created an idol program called Miku. It's proved very successful. The program is that she believes she is the right man, but her program is constantly updated, which resets her sense of self.
After a failure on the main cytus computer, miku in 2.3.9 is found lost in the network (probably OS Space), as well as damaged by failure. After being helped by an unknown person who uploads her back to the host, Miku finds himself communicating with her creator Furuhata. She managed to agree to answer her questions, although she says he will delete it in 5 minutes, as Miku has already replaced her
in 2.4, an older, less stable model that reveals to her that the program he created is an updated version of himself in testing. After five minutes, Furuhata tries to delete Miku in 2.3.9, but due to the bug, the program can not be deleted. Against this, Furhata decides to repair and use Mike in 2.3.9 as a test for a new UI that will allow her to interact with people in the real world. Miku finds it annoying because
of his desire for a peaceful working environment and her constant issues. Talk and Furuhata warms up to create it. Furuhata finally talks about his family with Miku v. 2.3.9, who wants to learn more about his creator. He finds a message from his alleged son, who recently finished school. The message was sent to his wife, Tsumuga, who is ill. She set up a foundation, and despite the fact that she was taken
over by the office of the board, Furuhata's wife insists that she give him the money, saying it still helps people. At the end of the message Furuhata's son reveals that he is a fan of idol, which is music that he finds really energetic and encouraging. Turns out he's an idol to Miku. After completing the UI furugate asks Miku in 2.3.9 if he wants to perform again. Miku says in 2.3.9 that she wants to, but he
knows that she's already out there in 2.4, which makes the fans happy, and that she might not be stable enough to finish the concert, which could hurt her and the company's reputation, as well as firing him. Furuhata is determined to make this happen, and she also believes that her experience will help her to perform better. He suggests it to the company and they consider it too risky, and they choose to
stay with Mik against 2.4. Left with no choice, Furuhata ordered Miku in 2.3.9 shortly before the concert. Miku vs. 2.3.9 opposes this on the view of accepting a risk to him and the company, which destabilises his programme, Calm her down and keep loading. The concert goes smoothly and as planned until the last song, where in 2.3.9, Miku is thanked the fans for their support. The staff pananies because it
wasn't on the program, and consider ending the program immediately, but they decide against it because it will end the concert abruptly. In 2.3.9, Miku says he wants to sing another song for his fans, and starts singing when the program starts to spoil. He disappears happy to sing again for everyone. Furuhata decides to leave the company and discovers that he left him one last message, apologizes for
not finishing the last song, and thankes him for allowing her to perform. Kizuna AI[edit code | edit source] The girl from noda 3 disappears into the forest and cares for her family, who go looking for her. The girl (young Neko Asakura) falls into an object and wakes up, greeted by Kizuna AI, who comes with a projection clock. Both the little girl and The Kizuna are dragged into being lost and heading home.
The little girl decides to call Kizuna Ai onee-chan and refuses to tell Kizuna her name because her mother told her not to name strangers. Kizuna is convinced that once she connects with her team, they can lead her out of the woods and to her home. Eventually, they arrive at Node 3, where Kizuna is confused by the lack of technology. When she saw carbon emitting unleaded cars, she realized she had
to have time travel, she confirmed the little girl, who says it's 687 when Kizuna thinks it's from 2020. He infers from this that they need a time machine. The guy past him mentions that he knows about this time machine in a nearby town at sea (which means that Lam Kong is from VOEZ) in the basement of some coffee shop. They're traveling into town via MRT and entering a random café. There they talk to
a girl who works there (Chelsea) and get permission to enter the basement where they use a time machine. They find themselves in Kizuna's time, with flying cars and towering skyscrapers, quite a confused little girl. Kizuna returned to the appropriate body instead of just a projection. They're the two who were targeted, they're going to kizuna's team for help when they ask how to bring the little girl home.
They meet with Kurosaki, one of Kizuna's teams, and ask where the little girl who responds that she comes from the center of Noda 3. Kizuna and Kurosaki are confused because there is no one in the records, and Kurosaki recommends that they hand it over to the police, who will be able to handle the situation. They become more confused by the girl's insistence that the year is 687, which creates a
conflict, because the cars certainly weren't a thing in 687. Kizuna and Kurosaki decide that only ExtenLifeCorp might know anything about the situation and decide to visit. The little girl runs in front of Kizuna, who tells the armed guardless to run away, and the drone is bandading. The little girl sees what she thinks is her mother and runs. While Kizuna sees Vanessa (from Cytus I) and chases the little girl to
tell her it's not her mother. Scientists at ExtenLife Corp are trying to drag the girl away and make her claims that Vanessa is her mother. Kizuna begins to break down, her memories come back. Vanessa told her the world was going to collapse. This puzzle of Kizuna, who eventually finds the little girl after ExtenLifeCorp threw them out. The little girl then finds his way back to the center of Noda 3 and flees
again. Kizuna begins to remember what happened, Ender's virus and the extinction of humanity, and concludes that this is a virtual internet that is sproutied by the dream that a girl has. Meanwhile, the little girl manages to move to the alleged home and is being assessed by her parents for disappearing and causing trouble. A different version of the file is already present to add confusion. Kizuna catches up
and sees the little girl as the room and her parents start melting and hunting. Kizuna flees with the girl and explains what the situation is; That he's dreaming and he's got to take care of his dreams. Since virtual internet is activated, the situation could be deadly. The way a little girl takes control is to take courage and tell her parents to leave. At first, she refuses, but Kizuna manages to convince her that
they're not real and tells them to leave. The world begins to disappear. When the world disappears, the little girl wonders what will happen to Kizuna when the little girl starts swimming. Kizuna replies that she can't leave and that the little girl won't remember her dreams. Then he talks about the people they've met and how memories of real people are. Kizuna ends up treasured both the time before the
ender virus and the time she spent with the little girl in her dreams. When the dream is over, Kizuna finally asks again what the girl's name is. The girl replies Neko Asakura, to which Kizuna comments that it's a funny name. Then he tells Neko to be a good kid when he wakes up. One wakes up (she doesn't remember anything) but her parents find her, who takes her home. Later, when the family moves
from the center of Noda 3 to the city, they pass the forest. He's crying without knowing why. Kouhei commented that it is likely because of the dangers of the Node 3 centre and says moving to the city will make them much safer. Safer.
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